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From a previously given type of operators having strong superpositions, 
the G,.f2 classes, a generalization of affine transformations is obtained. The 
resulting operators have invariant quasilinear means. In addition, the operators 
have strong superpositions which are abelian semigroup operations with an 
idempotent property. It is natural, in this case, to define scalar operations on 
pairs of scalars and pairs of vectors on the domain and range spaces. Properties 
of this algebraic structure and its similarity to the superposition rules for color 
sensations are shown. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Previously [l] the classes C,I,,e of nonlinear operators having a strong 
superposition were defined and some elementary properties of operators 
belonging to these classes were shown. The discussion also included the 
structure of the C, ,f  classes. That is the case when Fi i = 1, 2 admits an 
abelian representatio: in terms of the function fi i = 1, 2. In a sense the 
C f,,l, classes form the lowest echelon (in complexity) in the hierarchy of 
C F,,F, classes. 
Here we proceed with the development initiated in [I] retaining the same 
notation. The structure of the more general classes CF,,F is examined by 
constructing specific such classes from the Cfi,f2 type operitors. 
A generalization of affine transformations is provided in Section 2 for 
operators in any Cf,,f, class. The resulting operators have quasilinear means 
for invariants [2]. From the invariants strong superpositions for the general- 
ized affine operators (abbreviated GAO) are obtained. The superpositions 
are abelian semigroup operations having an idempotent property. Further, 
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it is shown that scalar operations need to be defined on pairs of scalars and 
pair of vectors. This induces an unusual kind of algebraic structure on the 
domain and range spaces of a GAO. Properties of this algebraic structure and 
its similarity to the superposition of color sensations are discussed in Sections 
3 and 4. 
2. GENERALIZED AFFINE OPERATORS 
Consider the a&e transformation 
T(x) = L(u) + v, (2-l) 
where D is a linear space over the field1 r, L : D + D, L is linear and v + 0 
is a fixed element of D. T is nonlinear but, as it is well known, it preserves 
convex combinations in D. 
Namely, 
T[%l= aW4 + WY) a+6 ’ (2.2) 
Va,bErwitha+b#OandVx,yED(L). 
This will be the point of departure in generalizing the notion of affine 
transformations to operators having a property analogous to (2.2). 
For further motivation, let us consider a multiplicative operator M : D -+ D 
[3, 41, where if x, y E D the product xy is defined on D and 
*bYI = M(x) WY), Vx, y E D(M). 
If M is also star homogeneous (the star * here being multiplication), we have 
M(XUYb) = Pwla W(Y>lb, (2.3) 
/fx,ycD(M)CMand a,bEr. 
We construct a transformation in terms of M which corresponds to a 
translation of a linear operator. The translation of linear operators is defined 
by composing the linear operator with a fixed element in the range, the 
composition being the associated star operation + for linear operators. 
The corresponding “multiplicative translation” T is defined by 
T(x) = vM(x), Vx E D(M), (2.4) 
1 Unless otherwise specified, r will be either the field of reals or complex numbers. 
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where ZI is a fixed element in D(M) and multiplication is indicated by juxta- 
position. For a, b E r with a i- b # 0 we have for x, y E D(M), 
T[(Xyb)ll(a+b)] zzz .M[(Xayb)W+b)] 
= v[(M(x))” (M(y))b]l~(a+b) = [v(~+b’(M(x))a (M(y))b]ll(a+b) 
= &&f(x))” (vM(y))“]“‘“+“’ = [(T(x))” (T( y))y(a+b). 
(2-5) 
This relation for translations of multiplicative operators is analogous to 
relation (2.2) for translations of linear operations. Weighted arithmetic or 
geometric means are special types of quasilinear means, namely expressions 
of the form 
Translations of star homogeneous operators in a I?~,,~, class can be defined 
which generalize (2.2) and (2.5) to the analogous relations in terms of quasi- 
linear means. 
DEFINITION 1. Let S : D, -+ D, be an operator in a Cf,,f, class, v a 
fixed element of D, , x E D(S) C D, and 
T(x) = v,*s(x). 
T is a translation of S. 
Further, if D, = D, = D, let 
T&4 = f;‘LfdW) + 4 
T, is a uniform translation of S. 
It will be shown that T, has the quasilinear mean obtained from fi as 
invariant, hence the name uniform. The operator obtained by interchanging 
fi with fi , in the definition of T, does not have the corresponding property. 
The translations of S have, of course, the same domains D(S) as S. The 
uniform translation may be presented in a more general setting. In particular, 
let R(S) be the image of D(S) under S, A = D(S) n R(S) (A may be empty) 
and S(A) the image of A under S. If .J&’ = A n S(A) # $3 then T, may be 
defined on &. For the expository purposes of this paper the additional 
complications of such generality are not merited. 
The translations of S may be regarded as generalized afline transformations 
from D, to D, . Collectively these operators will be called Generalized A&e 
Operators (abbreviated as GAO). This is to distinguish them from the unre- 
lated Generalized Translation Operators [5]. 
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For convenience, when x, y E Di , i= 1,2, and a,bErsa+b#O 
we write 
x *i/y = F*‘(x, y) = f ;I [h@) y(y)] = + Vi& *&, (2.6) 
and 
(a, b) Vi’@, y) = f ;I [ d(xi 1 ihty) ] = (& vix) *i (& vly) , 
(2.7) 
LEMMA 1. If S is a star homogeneous operator in a Cf,,,, class and T is a 
translation of S, then tlx, y E D(S) and Va, b E P3 a + b # 0 
T[(a, 4 V1’(x, r)l = (a, b) V2’V’(x), T(Y)). (2.8) 
Further, if T, is deJined, then 
Tub, b) V1’(x, r)l = (a, b) VI’(T&), T,(Y)) (2.9) 
Proof. Only the proof of (2.8) is shown since (2.9) may be proved in a 
similar fashion, 
T[(a, b) V~‘(X, ~11 = u *2 S [( $ VEX) *I (& v~Y)] 
= (S v2q *z [(& v2w) *2 (& v2w)] 
= L -+j V& *2 SW] fz [& V2b fz S(Y)] 
= (a, b) V2’(W9, T(Y)), 
where in the intervening steps the star homogeneity of S was used together 
with the distributivity of V, and *2 . 
Some of the manipulations below may seem intricate. To avoid confusion 
we restate and clarify the notation. The Di , i = 1,2 are linear spaces over 
the same field r. Further, (Di , hi) are groups with ei = f;'(O) being their 
identity elements. The inverse of an element x E (Di , *J is given by 
(x)i’ = f a’( - f&x)). 
Whenever the meaning is clear from the context the subscript will be 
omitted. If T : D, + D, , the inverse in (D, , cz) of an element T(u) is 
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indicated by (T(u)),l to distinguish it from the set T-l(u) C D, . Finally, the 
connection between Fi’, fi and *i’ is given by (2.6). 
LEMMA 2. If T E C,1,.,2* then Vx, y E D(T) 
T(x *I~1 = T(x) *2 T(Y) *2 F’%W1 (2.10) 
Proof. For any u E D(T) 
T(u) = T[& V,{(2V,u) *1 e,}] = T((2V,u) *I’ e,) 
= T(2V,u) c2’ T(e,). 
Hence we have the doubling formula 
Further, 
T(2V,u) = (2V,T(u)) *2 (T(e,))-a. (2.11) 
T(x *I y) = T[(2V,x) *I’ (2V,y)] = T(2V,x) *a’ T(2V,y) 
= i V2W2W) *2 (2V23%N c2 (2V4WW)l 
= T(x) *2 T(Y) *2 (%W, 
where in the intermediate steps, (2.11) applied to x and y E D(T) and the 
distributivity of 0, with *2 were used. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
T:D,+D,, T E G1y2,(T E C,,,) 0 3s E Cfl,fz , S:D1+D, 
with 
D(T) = D(S) 3. 
T is a translation of S (if F,’ #F,‘, T is a unijorm translation of S 
OY ;f F,’ = F,‘, T is either a translation OY a uniform translation of S). 
Proof. The sufficiency is immediately seen from Lemma 1 with the 
observation that 
x Ci’ y = (1) 1) V1’(x, y). 
To show the necessity, let 
S(x) = (T(e,))-1 *2 T(x). 
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Then invoking Lemma 2, we have 
8x *lY) = mel)Y *2 w *lY) 
= GV4-1 *2 W4 *2 V(eW *:! T(y):i 
= 84 *2 S(Y) 3 s E Gl.f2. 
Clearly D(S) = D(T) and T is a translation of S. 
The proof of the case T E CF1, is similar. 
COROLLARY 1. If T is a translation of an S E Cf,,f, (e.g., T E C,l,,,z,) and 
T-l exists then T-l is a translation of an S E Cf,,f, (and T-l E CF2,,FI,). Further, 
if Tl E C, , F2’ and T,’ E CF2p,F T 
T,T, E &;I;,, 
and the composition T,T, zs dejked then 
(When the compoiition of two translations is defbed it is also a 
trunslution). 
Proof. Is a direct consequence of the theorem and of Theorem 1 in [l]. 
In view of Theorem 1 any operator Tin a CF?,,r,, will be called a translation 
(or a GAO) without reference to the associated operator SE C, ,f . 
’ ’ We have immediately from the corollary that for T : D -+ D 
C$ = {T E CF, 1 T one-to-one) 
is a group under composition and 
C,’ = {T E C, / Tone-to-one} 
are subgroups of C,+ . In fact, T is a normal subgroup. This corresponds to 
the relation between the affine group, the full linear group and the group of 
translations on a linear space. 
Before closing this section we point out that for an S E C,,,f, , (tl , *2) 
is a superposition pair with respect to e2 E D, . For a T E CF,,,F,, , (*I’, e2’) 
is a superposition pair also with respect to e2 E D, . Actually, since any 
element of D, is idempotent with respect to *2’, (*r’, *2’) is a superposition 
pair for T with respect to any u E D, . 
3. STAR AFFINE SPACES 
The operation *iii’ on Di is associative and commutative. Hence (Di , *i’) 
is an abelian semigroup with every element being idempotent. We seek now 
scalar operations (unrelated as of yet to Vi’ in (2.7)) on (Di , **‘) on the field 
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r, in terms of which a notion of homogeneity for some T E C,l,s, , can be 
defined. The particular choice of Vi’ that will be made here can” best be 
motivated geometrically. 
The homogeneity 
L(ax) = aL(x) 
of an operator L on a linear space, reflects the fact that scalar multiples of the 
vector x are carried into the same multiples of the transform of X. For a star 
homogeneous operator the corresponding statement is 
S(aV,x) = aV,S(x). 
The situation for a translation T of a star homogeneous operator S differs 
in the following way. It transforms quasilinear means obtained fromf, into 
quasilinear means in terms offa . This is relation (2.8), and this is the most 
noteworthy feature of such transformations. Geometrically, quasilinear 
means may be considered as generalized convex combinations of two elements 
in the space. Consequently, by (2.8), T transforms a convex set-in the 
quasilinear sense-in D, into a convex set of D, . The unusual feature of this 
scalar operation (2.7) is that it is defined on pairs of scalars and pairs of 
elements of Di . Formally, 
sj’:(rx r) x (Di x Dd)+Di, 
with the notation 
%‘((a, 4, (x, Y>> = (a, b) Vi’(X, Y). 
We refer to (Di , c~‘, Vi’), with *i’ and Vi’ as given by (2.6) and (2.7), res- 
pectively, as a Star A&e Space (SAS). An operator T : D, + D, , where 
the Di i = 1,2, are SASS over the same field r, is star afine homogeneous 
(SAH) iff 
T[(Q, 8 Vl’(x> r>l = (a, 4 V,‘GW, T(y)) 
Vu, b E r with u+b#O and x, Y E D(T). 
From Lemma 1 a translation of a star homogeneous operator is star affine 
homogeneous on (Di , *i’, V,‘). 
THEOREM 2. T is SAH ~3 3 a star homogeneous operator S such that T is a 
translation of S. 
Proof. The sufficiency was shown in Lemma 1. To prove the necessity 
recall that 
and 
ej = f,‘(O), aV,e, = ei 
(4) v,x = UVj(@, Vu E r, i= 1,2 
(Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 in Cl]). 
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Set S(U) = T(u) *a (T(q))-l and consider for any c E r 
S(+4 = WV14 tl ((1 - 4 VIeI)1 *2 G74-1 
= TKc, (1 - 4 V1’(w edl *2 CkY 
= k (1 - 4) V,‘CW WINI *2 PT4-1 
= cV2W4) *2 P2(TWY) c2 (T(4) *2 (WW 
= cV2S(u). 
Therefore, S is star homogeneous and T is a translation of S. 
We list now some properties of V’ which with the addition of the properties 
of *’ provide a partial characterization of star affine spaces. 
(i) Double commutativity 
(a, b) V’@, Y) = (6 a> V’(Y, 4. (3.1) 
(ii) Scalar idempotency 
(a, a) V’(x, y) = x *’ y Vu # 0 (3.2) 
(iii) Scalar homogeneity 
(UC, bc) V’(x, y) = (a, b) V’(x, y) vc # 0. (3.3) 
(iv) *‘-distributivity 
(a, b) V’(x *’ x2 1 Yl *’ Y2) = F4 4 Wl Y YJI *’ K% b) w2 > Y2)l * (3.4) 
(v) Scalar distributivity 
(afJ2 + a, v, i- a) V’@, Y) = [(a1 9 1 b > w> Y)l *’ [(a2 > b,) w, Y)l, (3.5) 
where 
2a = a,b, + a,b, . 
When 01 = 0 we have scalar multiplicative distributivity. 
The reader interested in a different approach to convex algebra as a general- 
ization of linear algebra, by using bifunctions, is referred to [6]. 
4. MIXING COLORS-A POTENTIAL APPLICATION 
As a specific illustration, we mention the intriguing similarity between the 
algebra of Star Afhne Spaces and the superposition or mixing principles of 
colors. To make this discussion self-contained we provide a brief and sim- 
plified description of the principles of two-color mixtures [7, 81. We are 
specifically referring to the mixing of lights of different wavelengths and their 
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resulting visual sensation not to the mixing of pigments. If  two mono- 
chromatic light bundles of different wavelengths-and interpreted as different 
colors-are superimposed, the resulting two-line spectrum is interpreted as a 
single color whose corresponding single wavelength can be established. The 
table below provides the association of the attributes of light with the attri- 
butes of the corresponding visual sensations. 
TABLE I 
Light and Color Attributes 
Light characteristics Color sensation characteristics 
Luminous energy level 
Dominant wavelength 
Purity of spectral 
composition 
Brightness 
Hue 
Saturation 
The tristimulus principle states that there exist three primary colors 
(they are not unique) say R, G and B such that every possible hue and satura- 
tion can be specified in terms of the proportionate mixture of the three 
primaries. In a sense, the three primaries form a basis for the “space of 
color sensations”. Any color x may be specified by the ordered triple (CL, /?, y) 
where 01, /3 and y  are real numbers, 01 + /3 + y  = 1, representing the propor- 
tions of R, G and B, respectively, required in the mixture to specify X. 
Consequently, x may be specified by the ordered couple (LX, /I). When all the 
colors that can be achieved by spectral stimuli are so represented in the real 
plane, the resulting figure is a convex roughly triangular area called the I.C.I.2 
chromaticity diagram. 
The chromaticity diagram is very useful in predicting the results of mixing 
two colors x and y  in proportions a and b. Using the representation 
x = 6% > PA Y = 6% 9 Bz>, 
the resulting mixture x is represented on the chromaticity diagram by the 
coordinates 
Z= 
( 
aq + bol, 4 + V2 
a+b ’ 1 a+b ’ 
The analogy with Star Afine Spaces is now evident. The operation *’ 
represents the mixing of colors in equal proportions (see (3.2)). This mixing 
is associative and commutative (blue with yellow = yellow with blue). 
2 International Commission on Illumination. 
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Furthermore, mixing a color with itself results in the same color (blue with 
blue is blue). This corresponds to the idempotent property of *‘. The scalar 
operation (a, b) V’(x, y) ( see 2.7) corresponds to the mixing of two colors x 
and y  in proportions a and b, respectively, as indicated above. 
These rules for color mixtures are known empirically and there exist no 
adequate theoretical foundation to explain the mechanisms involved. Possibly 
by drawing upon the relation of Star Affine Spaces to Generalized Affine 
Operators the beginnings of such a theoretical foundation may be obtained. 
On the other hand, further study of the principles of color mixtures may 
provide motivation to mathematicians to obtain specialized properties of 
Star Affine Spaces (e.g., Bases, notions of “weak inverses”, units etc.). 
The material presented thus far will be amplified in a future paper treating 
operators having a weak superposition. The results will be applied to some 
nonlinear differential and integral operators arising in the applications. 
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